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For my fundraising, I 
completed a sponsored 

triathlon, and raised £110

Fundraising:



Gaudí was an architect born in Barcelona, 
Spain, where most of his work is.



The Gaudí Exhibition Centre



In the Gaudí Exhibition Centre, they 
explained why and how Gaudí was 

different to other architects of his time.



Many of Gaudí’s works were 
inspired by his observations of 

nature throughout his 
childhood.



The most interesting aspect of the 
exhibition was that it showed the pure 

attention to detail Gaudí committed to his 
designs.

The strings here display the building 
blocks to what would become his most 

famous piece of art: ‘La Sagrada Familia’



Güell Palace



The Güell Palace was a house designed for 
the family of Eusebi Güell, one of Gaudí’s 

close friends.



Güell paid Gaudí to design a magnificent 
functional work of art: a house



Gaudí upcycled classic gothic architecture 
by adding artful engravings and vivid 

stained glass windows, creating his own 
unique style. 



Jardins Artigas



Gaudí lived briefly in a town called La 
Pobla De Lillet. He designed a garden as a 
thank you gift for the owner of the house.



Gaudí designed this garden in a primitive 
manner to highlight the beauty of the 
garden; he proudly displayed the raw 

materials, encapsulating nature.



There is a charming little hut in the 
garden called ‘Glorieta,’ which is the 

highest part of the garden, providing a 
perfect view of the landscape.



Gaudí was fascinated by flora and fauna, 
so he interpreted that in the garden: the 

fences twist and turn like snakes and 
vines.



La Pedrera/Casa Milà



Pere Milà commissioned Gaudí to design 
‘La Casa Milà’.

Gaudí designed an ocean-themed floor tile 
for the house, which also paves the road 

it’s on: ‘Passeig De Gracia’.



For the inside of the roof, Gaudí designed 
creeks, allowing sunshine to creep 
through and reflect in to the room.



La Sagrada Familia



‘La Sagrada Familia’ Cathedral was going 
to be designed by architect Francisco de 
Paula del Villar, however he quit after a 

year, leaving Gaudí in charge.



‘La Sagrada Familia’ has stone sculptures 
of the three kings delivering their 

presents to Mary, upon Jesus’ birth



The tallest tower of the cathedral is set to 
be 172.5m tall, only 50 cm shorter than 

the mountain beside Barcelona, to 
symbolise that no work of man can be 

greater than the work of God.



The Nativity Façade



The Nativity Façade is a section of ‘La  
Sagrada Familia’ designed to illustrate the 

Nativity stories from the bible



Gaudí designed a pillar with a crucifix, 
showing the most important role in 

Christianity: Jesus Christ. 



Casa Batlló



Inspired by the ocean once more, Gaudí 
designed the ‘Casa Batlló’. The mosaics 
symbolise scales on a dragon, and the 

pure, vivid colours represent the beauties 
of marine life.



The roof of the building is a reflection of 
‘The legend of Catalunya’, which is the 
story about an overly powerful dragon, 

who killed millions of civilians.



The bone-like columns and the 
skull-shaped windows at the bottom of the 

building represent the dragon's victims, 
giving it the nickname: ‘The house of 

bones’.



Gaudí designed the Batlló fireplace in the 
shape of an aquatic mushroom, sticking to 

the ocean theme. 



In the stairway of Casa Batlló, Gaudí 
designed the bannisters to have a rippled 
surface, to give the impression of being 

underwater. 



Gaudí gave the chimneys a fluid 
appearance, in contrast to many other 

gothic works. 



I am grateful to the Henry Morris Memorial Trust 
for giving me £250 to study Gaudí and his works



Thank you all for viewing my presentation


